FIG. 1. Angular dependence of the effective cross section for the reaction y^Te^X
(energy(X)<U.5 GeV). Data and statistical errors are presented vs. |cos6 [ (left column) and <J> (right column), with $ folded into one quadrant. All data (<0_ 2 >=0.7l) are shown in (a); (b)-{e) divide the data into four Q 2 regions, -lumbered solid lines exhibit the results of fits 1-U in Table I . Fits 1, 2, and U s.rto the SCHC formula with oiJ/o'p = C 2 Q 2 /ni,l, 2 , constant, and zero, respectively; fit 3 corresponds to the production of unpolarized tjj's. Each fit is made to al 1 Lhe data with one adjustable normali zation constant.
-3 -FIG. 2. Q 2 -dependence of the effective cross section for the reaction yvFe-»»X (Ev< 1 '.5 OeV). Data and fits have been summed over jcosB| and 4. Statistical errors are shovn. The data are fit to (l+Q 2 /A 2 )-2 multiplied by the function W(n,R) shown in Eqn. 1. The weak Q -dependence of W results fron the Q 2 -dependence of R and the particu lar average values of the angu lar factors cose and cos2$. The best fits with free A (Table  I , fit 1) and fixed A=3.1 (fit ?) are shown. The data are nor malized so that fit 1 is unity at Q ? =0. Also exhibited is the YGF prediction (fit 7). At hiRh Q 2 , the two latter fits are dis played as a solid band, with the upper (lower) edre including (omitting) the screening factor K(x'). 
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DIFFRACTIVE CHARM MUOPRODUCTJOH CROSS SECTION'
The datn have yielded 20072 dimuon final state events, with (81 ±10)% attributed to production of charmed states decaying to muons. The background from IT, K-*U decay vas simulated in a nodelindependent fashion by usin£ hadron ouoproduction and decay para meters measured in other experiments. The background-subtracted data was fit satisfactorily with a vGF model producinp D mesons, which de cay semileptonically. The cross section for diffractive charm pro duction is measured to be o<jiff(uH-*uccX)=6.9l!;? nb, where the er rors are systematic. A report of this analysis has been published . In the energy range of the data in Fig. 5, Fjfcc) is clearly scale-noninvariant for Q 2 <10 (GeV/c) 2 , or xgsO.07. To model the charm contribution to F2 for smaller photon energies, we normalize the YGF model to the data and damp it at high Q 2 by the factor (1+Q 2 /(10 GeV/c) 2 )" 2 . The resulting family of dashed curves in Fig.  5 adequately matches the data. Table II compares the fit 9 inclusive 3Fg/atnQ 2 at fixed xg to 3F2(ce)/3£nQ 2 augmented for charmoniun production, calculated with the YGF model that has been matched to the muoproduction data. Where the charm scale-noninvariance is most important, the calcu lation is reliable to ^1^0%.
CKARK STRUCTURE FUBCTKEIS
We conclude that diffractive charm production is responsible for T-1/3 of the total inclusive scale-noninvariance observed in F2 in a region bounded by 2<Q. 2 <13 (GeV/c) 2 and 50<v<200 GeV and center ed at x^^-0.025. A more complete discussion c^r. be ^o-jr.i in H-f. 7. This work was supported by the High Energy Physics Division of the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract Kos. W-7lt05-Eng-*i8, DE-AC02-76ER03072, and EY-T6-C-02-3O0O.
-5 -FIG. 3 . Ener*ry-depender?e of the effective cross section oeff. for diffractive charm production by virtual photons. For 0.32<Q 2 <1.** (GeV/c\ oefr varies with Q 2 by <20£. Errors are sta tistical. The solid curve exhibits the v-dependence of the photongluon-fusion model with the "count ing rule* 1 gluon x distribution 3(l-x) 5 /x, and represents the ista with 13$ confidence. Other :^tsi-ble noaels indicated by dashed lines are described in Ref. 7. Curves are normalised to the data. The shaded band exhibits the range of changes in shape allowed by systematic error. Frr clarity it is drawn relative to the solid curve.
Til. *». Q 2 -depender.ce of the structure function Tpicr) f-r dif fractive charm muoprcdurtion. At each of the two average photon enerf,ie^, each curve is normalized to the data. Errors are statisti cal. The solid (short dashed) curves labelled mc=l-5 (]-"') ex hibit the photon-gluon-fusion pre diction with a changed n-.irk i..ass of 1.5 (1.2) GeV/c ? . fc 1 i .i c jrves labelled i^DM correspond t'--a >l>-doni r.a:ne proparatcr, and 1 onpdashed curves labelled B" are the model of Eef. 8. Sht--n at the top is a fit adapted free Ref. 9 to the inclusive structure function F2 fjr isospin-0 u*I scattering. The shape variations allowed by systenatic errors arc represented by the shaded ban^s. 
